
(6) A food lineup featuring restaurants debuting in Aichi and new businessformat stores
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The 3F food court features well-known restaurants from all over Japan and

gourmet restaurants with a focus on carefully selected ingredients.

Among the 10 stores in the food court, 8 are opening for the first time in a

shopping center or in Aichi Prefecture. The dishes include Japanese foods

centered on rice-bowl dishes and traditional Japanese desserts.

The space itself is designed for pleasure, with customer seating evocative of a

tea house and stores arranged to create a traditional Japanese atmosphere.

★

Numerous stores will be opening in Aichi Prefecture for the first time, including popular restaurants.

Food courts with different styles on the first and third floor and restaurants with terrace seating

adjacent to the “Green Park Area” provide various spaces for eating.

The facility offers a rich and varied lineup of foods for people of all ages to enjoy. Options include a

supermarket with fresh foods perfect for daily needs, and regional specialty stores showcasing

appealing food cultures throughout Japan.

■ Popular Gourmet Stores at LaLaport’s First “Japanese Themed Food Court”
The first “Amamito Pasta Shibafuku” to open at a shopping center and the first of the new 

business format “Nikutonya Asahiya” to open in Aichi Prefecture
3F

* All images are shown for illustration purposes only.

Catering to Various Needs of Customers with Children

Handy child seats for those with children

Lounge seats with a view over the Green 

Park Area

Children’s play area provides a fun play 

space

Entrance-way decorated in a tea-house 

style

Counter seating for casual use by   

customers visiting on their own

Booster seats provide peace of mind for 

those with children
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3F food court layout



With its signature Shiba-ken dog, this
popular store from Higashibetsuin Temple
in Nagoya is opening its famous shaved ice
store in a shopping center for the first time.
Enjoy the taste of shaved ice and pasta
made from select ingredients.

A specialist Matsusaka beef restaurant from
Tsu City in Mie Prefecture, opening for the
first time in a shopping center. Try the
authentic steaks and ground Matsusaka
beef cutlets.
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This is restaurant has featured in the
Tokyo Michelin Guide for two consecutive
years and is now opening for the first
time in Aichi Prefecture, and the first time
in LaLaport.

This popular restaurant from
Akihabara in Tokyo offers a
“delicious, casual ramen” based
on Kitakata ramen.

People stand in line for this specialty
tendon restaurant serving
“sophisticated-yet-hearty” Edo-style
tendon.

The first collaboration ramen shop by
IPPUDO HAKATA in Japan sees
IPPUDO team up with famous
vegetable ramen maker soranoiro.
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This is the first specialty shrimp restaurant to
open in Japan, offering a range of enjoyable
shrimp dishes. The restaurant’s signature dish,
Tokudai Ebifurya, features a giant shrimp
around 12 inches (approx. 30 cm) long.

Ｉ Ｊ

Established in 1958, this oyakodon
specialty shop uses only pure Nagoya
Kochin chicken and is opening in
Nagoya’s Minato-ku for the first time.

◆Chukasoba Specialist Tanaka 
Sobaten

◆Ebikichi ◆Kagawa Ippuku

This kaisendon (seafood rice bowl)
specialty store is opening in Aichi
Prefecture for the first time. The
“Zeitakudon” premium rice bowl that
uses fresh seafood is a popular favorite.

Ｇ

◆Nihonbashi Kaisendon Tsujihan

◆Tori Sanwa

◆Nihonbashi-Tendon 
Kaneko-Hannosuke

◆Nikudonya Asahiya◆Kanmito Pasta Shibafuku

Ｄ

This popular store opening in Nagoya’s
Minato-ku for the first time is on a
mission to make beef cutlets “the new
standard for Japanese food.”

◆Kyoto Katsugyu

◆RAMEN EXPRESS HAKATA 

IPPUDO and soranoiro

■ The 3F Food Court Offers an Exciting Variety of Popular Gourmet Restaurants 3F

3F food court restaurant layout

* All images are shown for illustration purposes only.

The 1F food court offers a view of the Kohoku
Canal, and has a distinctive port-themed design.

It offers take-out dishes that are easy to enjoy
in the Green Park Space.

■ The 1F food court offers dishes suitable for eating in open spaces 

★

1F food court

1F

First in Nagoya 

City

Ｅ
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■ Gardenside Kitchen – a restaurant zone overlooking Green Park Space

This zone features a collection of 13 stores including buffet restaurants

and popular local food stores for all ages, such as the popular local

buffet 32orchard, which is opening in a shopping center for the first time,

and Buffet the Forest, Aichi Prefecture’s first collaboration buffet. ★

◆Fruit+buffet 32orchard◆Buffet the Forest ◆KFC

◆Edomae Sushi Kin no 

Totomaru

◆MAISON KAYSER

◆All-you-can-eat Shabushabu, 

Sukiyaki Tajimaya

◆Chibo ◆UCHINO SHOKUDOU

◆GRILL&CAFÉ The GOLDEN 

HAMBURG
This is the first opening in a new business

format for Nagoya Station’s iconic

hamburger steak restaurant. Come and

try the famous hamburger steak with

melted cheese or flame-grilled prime U.S.

beef steak.

* All images are shown for illustration purposes only.

Popular all-you-can-eat fruit buffet

32orchard always has people queued up

outside. Opening in a shopping center for

the first time, this restaurant’s colorful

meals with fruit are sure to satisfy.

This popular buffet store from the Kanto

region is opening in Aichi Prefecture for

the first time. The buffet offers a new

sensory experience with various styles

of cuisine and a seasonal menu

directed by a cooking magazine.

KFCs first buffet-style restaurant in Aichi

Prefecture offers a rich variety of foods,

including its classic Original Recipe

Chicken.

Local varieties of fish from Mikawa Bay

and Ise Bay sent directly from the market

each day along with fresh seasonal fish

from around the country are served at

this conveyor belt-style sushi restaurant.

Offering an all-you-can-eat menu of high

quality beef, Tajimaya is a popular store in

Kansai and Kanto, and is opening in Aichi

Prefecture for the first time. The lean meat

is so tender that it melts in the mouth.

The first store of the popular all-you-

can-eat bakery cafe MAISON KAYSER

to open in Aichi Prefecture.

This is the first directly operated store

of the well-known Osaka-based

okonomiyaki restaurant Chibo.

This restaurant is designed for people

who want to eat fresh, healthy food with

their beloved families.

1F
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■A Food Product Sales Zone Bursting with Variety, Including a Supermarket 

Designed for Daily Use.

◆Shinamatsuri

■Regional Produce Stores Promote the Appeal of Local Food Cultures

throughout Japan

◆Hokkaido Umaimonokan

◆Nagoya Cochin Ichiou
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First in 
Nagoya City

1F

1F

◆Aoki Supermarket

■Popular nationwide café chains on every floor

* All images are shown for illustration purposes only.

Opening in a shopping center for the first time, this store

offers an experience of the delicious flavors throughout

Japan. It is the first example in Japan of a store format

providing limited-time events and a café to introduce

regions all over Japan, as well as permanent antenna

stores from the Okinawa, Kochi, and Takayama areas.

This store features products bursting with the unique appeal

of Hokkaido, under the concepts of “A more daily Hokkaido”

and “A more familiar Hokkaido.”

Founded in 1963. Nagoya Cochin Ichiou is

opening its first store in a new business

format. Come and enjoy the store’s range of

offerings from fresh meat to skewered grilled

and deep fried foods.

Aoki Supermarket insists on freshness, quality, variety, and reasonable

prices for fresh food, aiming to be the leading store in the district. The store

offers a rich daily lineup of products that present good value, not just those

advertised on special, and invites shoppers to enjoy shopping casually as a

store for everyday use.

◆Gong Cha
This world-famous tea café from Taiwan 

with over 1,400 stores worldwide, mainly 

in Asia, is opening in Aichi Prefecture for 

the first time.
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